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ABSTRACT
Vision science defines the fundamental action of the vision system to be the generation
of visible percepts. Intermittent central suppression (ICS) is an intermittent, usually
alternating, loss of visual sensation, a repetitive loss of that visual percept. A review of the
vision science literature on visibility, Troxler’s Perceptual Fading, and the consequences of
loss of visibility suggests that loss of visual motion signal causes loss of visibility. The area
of lost visibility is then filled in by a cortical computation mechanism. Fixation, binocular
saccades, vergence, and sensory perception are all compromised in loss of visibility.
Some of the characteristics of ICS, as well as suspected consequences of ICS, have been
difficult to reconcile with the conventional wisdom on suppression. That conventional
wisdom suggests that suppression is solely a function of cortical inhibition. Those ICS
characteristics and consequences may be better explained if ICS is viewed as a loss of
visibility from Troxler’s Fading. Fixation changes and perceptual changes with loss of
visibility parallel findings in ICS and the vision-and-dyslexia literature. Research methods
to reverse loss of visibility parallel treatment methods for ICS. These parallels suggest that
loss of visibility may be diagnosed clinically as ICS, and ICS should be treated with a goal
of ensuring bilateral visibility, that is, binocularity.
Keywords: binocularity, dyslexia, intermittent central suppression, suppression, Troxler’s
Perceptual Fading, visibility

Introduction
Suppression of vision has been described
as neural inhibition, possibly masking, in the
cortex.1 Prior reports have suggested flaws in
the conventional wisdom (diplopiaphobia)
concerning suppression.2,3 Described by
Bielschowski in 1943, suppression is a cortical
inhibition triggered by the visual cortex’s
fear or phobia of the diplopia of strabismus.4
Diplopia precipitates the cortical response of
inhibition. If the term diplopiaphobia has any
accuracy, it certainly applies most appropriately
to early strabismus. Traumatic strabismus in
adults apparently does not trigger a cortical
diplopiaphobic suppression response. There
fore, diplopiaphobia as a trigger for producing
suppression most certainly requires neurology
in an early developmental epoch to complete
the inhibitory-suppression model.
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Other problems with this suppression
conventional wisdom follow from our increas
ing knowledge of non-strabismic intermittent
central suppression (ICS). This includes the onand-off predominantly alternating periodicity
of ICS, the genesis of ICS after whiplash, and
the very normal refractive error profile without
significant anisometropia seen in ICS patients.5-7
The pattern of change in ICS suppression
periods with therapy, as documented in
recent reports, also presents a challenge to
suppression conventional wisdom.2,3
The goal in treating suppression is binocular
vision. We might define binocular vision in
a practical, maybe ideal, sense as both eyes
having intact visibility of central images that
are combined into one percept without loss of
visibility of either central image. In that ideal,
but practical, sense, anti-suppression therapy
33
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could be regarded as designed to achieve
simultaneous, bilateral visibility in the central
vision. One advantage of using visibility to
describe binocular vision is that vision science
has studied visibility at least since the 1800s.
In 1804, Troxler found that exceedingly
stable fixation causes images to disappear;
that is, visibility was compromised by that
excessively stable fixation, Troxler’s Perceptual
Fading.8 What does the vision science tell us
about loss of visibility, beginning with Troxler?
One caveat is that experiments on Troxler’s
are done monocularly. However, there is still
much to learn about loss of visibility from
image stabilization and its consequences. In
the world of vision science, the fundamental
action of the visual system is to generate visible
percepts.9 In this context then, binocularity
might be defined as continuous, bilateral,
simultaneous visible percepts (without diplopia
and therefore with alignment). Conversely,
defective binocularity would be viewed as a
loss of visibility amounting to a shift toward
monocularity, a loss of fundamental visual
function. This literature review will look at the
vision science literature on visibility and, in
summary, look at possible overlaps with the
binocularity literature pertaining to ICS and by
extension to binocularity in dyslexia.

visibility (that is, maintained-without-fading
visibility), something (fixational eye movements
or stimulus movements) must keep borders
and edges moving across edge-detecting
cell receptive fields, driving groups of cells
in a synchronous fashion.12 Eye or stimulus
movements that are larger than the confines
of contrast-edge-detecting-cell receptive fields
will sustain visibility.11,16 Image stabilization can
be viewed as the removal of on-off signals from
those receptive fields.16 Said differently, visibility
requires visual motion. Experimentally perfect
image stabilization requires image movements
across the retina to be held below 0.1 arcmin.17
Fixational eye movements keep target
edges moving across the retina(s), usually
providing the visual motion necessary to
keep the image(s) visible. All fixational eye
movements are involved: tremor, drifts, and
microsaccades (earlier called flicks).11 Fixational
eye movements have predominantly excitatory
effects at all levels of the visual system.11
However, ballistic gaze-shifting eye movements
(saccades) suppress vision, probably very early
in the visual system between the retina and the
cortex.18-20 Saccadic suppression of visibility
selectively suppresses motion mechanisms,
probably in the magnocellular (M) pathway and
probably early in visual processing.20,21 That
saccadic suppression of visibility presumably
reduces or maybe eliminates the fast, sweepof-panorama visual motion that would have to
be endured during a non-suppressed saccadic
shift in gaze.
Drifts and saccades tend to counteract
each other during fixation.22 Drifts produce a
constant global background drifting motion
that must be computed out of the central target
(local) motion to produce a stable visual world.
Drifts differ somewhat between eyes, and that
target motion computation occurs prior to the
merger of the visual pathways, probably at the
level of ganglion cells.23
Fixational eye movements correlate with
visibility during fixation,24 producing transient

What does image stabilization mean?
Stabilizing an image on the retina is the
steadying of image edges and borders. In
Troxler’s (and some later) work, image stabiliza
tion was accomplished by developing very
steady fixation.8,10 In other experiments, nonocular mechanisms were developed to stabilize
images on the retina without training observers
to ultra-stable fixation abilities.11 Edgedetect
ing cells, which are normally driven
and synchronized by contrast borders,11,12
decrease firing with stabilized fixation.13 With
stabilization, perception (visibility) fades
within 0.1 sec.,14 possibly a loss of contrast to
the point of disappearance.15 So, in normal
Optometry & Visual Performance
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bursts of neural spikes in ganglion cells, and at
the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN).25 Bursts
of spikes increase in response to motion, not
detail, although higher contrast increases the
number of spikes in those neural bursts.25
Fixational eye movements have the greatest
effect on spike rates and therefore on visibility
when the target is most likely to be detected
by the M pathway (versus the parvocellular
(P) pathway). The increasing spikes are mostly
facilitative, not inhibitory, and the enhancement
of magnocellular spikes is quadruple that of
parvocellular spikes.18
Binocular, or bilateral, fixational movements
may have a stronger role in counteracting fading
than monocular fixational movements.27 Head
movements also contribute to maintaining
visibility.28 Visibility can be maintained with
head rotation, and all fixational eye movements
increase in speed relative to the target when
the head is free to move. Drifts and tremor
happen simultaneously and are sufficient to
maintain visibility centrally, but they may not be
sufficient for visibility in the periphery.27 Tremor
alone increases visibility centrally only when
the tremor surpasses 0.3 minutes of arc, the
inter-cone spacing, and when cones receive
complete on-off exposure,15 that neural activity
being early in the visual system.9 Although
microsaccades may correlate strongly to
visibility in controlled experiments, in natural
conditions they apparently have no special role
and actually seldom happen during reading.28
Fixational eye movements support visibil
ity through retinal image changes,29 but
stimulus motion can also keep the image
visible.27,30 An especially strong form of image
motion stimulus is on-off flicker.1,25,31 In the
real visual world, visual stimuli turn on and
off several times per second, when viewed
from the standpoint of receptive fields.32
The onset response to flashes (visual flicker)
may be seven times as strong as the neural
response to the same stimulus moving across
a receptive field.25
Optometry & Visual Performance

In sum, visual motion is necessary for sus
taining visibility of the retinal image, whether
through fixational eye movements, head
movements, or image motion (including stimulus
flicker). The operative neural signal supporting
visibility is visual (sensory), not motor.11
Image stabilization reduces the motion signal
that keeps visibility intact. Transient-neuron
responses are more important to visibility than
sustained-neuron responses.32 Fixational eye
movements have the greatest effect on visibility
when the target is most likely to be detected by
M pathway neurons.18
Importantly, all of these image motion
visibility-sustaining effects assume unimpaired
neurological motion sensitivity. Approached
from the opposite side – not from sustaining
but from losing visibility – suppose we ask
how much impairment in motion sensitivity
is needed to trigger loss of visibility? If we can
extrapolate from the loss of visibility during
a ballistic gaze-shifting saccade, a drop in
magnocellular spike rate of about 20% is
enough.18 Visual motion is, indeed, the “onswitch” for visibility, and a relatively small loss
in neurological motion signal is enough to flip
that switch to “off.”
Loss of Visibility and its Consequences
Loss of the motion signal carried in
transient-response neurology causes loss
of visibility. We can speculate on the loss of
that motion signal and its consequences to
binocularity such as loss of binocular signal
convergence and binocular facilitation for
fusion and stereopsis,2,3,26 or we can again
follow the vision science on Troxler’s and see
what happens during a lack-of-motion loss of
visibility.
During a Troxler’s fade loss of visibility,
decreased motion feedback may accompany
that loss of visibility, changing fixational
movement dynamics as feedback for fixation
is compromised.33 Microsaccade rates reduce,
saccade amplitudes increase, and drifts moving
35
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off target are larger, presumably because
only larger target displacements trigger
correction.15,22,24 Gaze inaccuracy increases by
a factor of four when fixation loses a visible
marker, possibly with some limitation in error
contributed by peripheral vision.22 Fixation
just gets sloppy during a Troxler’s fade loss of
visibility.
Binocular (perhaps more accurately
when discussing loss of visual sensation,
“bilateral”) eye aiming might also be affected.
Saccade amplitudes become more unequal
immediately after loss of binocular vision.
Therefore, binocular vision is essential for
keeping the amplitudes of binocular saccades
as equal as possible.27 Disjunctive (vergence)
eye movements are corrected during their
course on the basis of continuous disparity
information, the sensory system being capable
of disparity discriminations even less than
a minute of arc.34 The necessary matching
of bilateral features may happen prior to
actual depth percept processing.35 Although
vergence during Troxler’s fading has not been
studied, mechanical interference in one eye’s
stimulus during binocular saccade recording
has been studied, showing vergence errors
that are not corrected during inter-saccadic
fixation periods.36
Target
movement
strengthens
the
probability that a stimulus will dominate and
also prevents fading. Therefore, lack of motion
signal allows the opposite eye, the eye with
retinal image changes, to dominate29,30,37 and
allows fading as above. The lack-of-motionsignal-triggered loss of visibility (Troxler’s
fade), as well as the opposite effect, the
motion-triggered domination of one eye over
the other, apparently occurs at early stages
in the visual system, possibly at the level of
the LGN.25,30,38,39 At a sensitive developmental
period, this could provide the mechanism for a
subcortical monocular suppression.26 If so, the
suppression at a lower level in the visual system
would influence processing at subsequent
Optometry & Visual Performance

stages,39 conceivably contributing to the
cortical (interocular) inhibition of strabismic
suppression26,40 and positioning amblyopia
as secondary to loss of binocularity,41 but
also affecting the target velocity and position
comparisons made centrally that control
vergence.34 Therefore, a decreased-motionsignal fade of visibility, allowing the opposite
eye to dominate and interfering with vergencecontrol velocity and position comparisons,
might easily cause vergence errors and noncorrection of vergence errors similar to those
shown in Collewijn et al’s36 experimental
conditions and results. Loss of visibility sets the
stage for sloppy fixation, unequal saccades,
and erroneous vergence.
If this loss of visibility from lack of motion
signal does, as the visibility literature suggests,
impair accurate fixation and vergence, then
any abrupt restoration of visibility would reap
the harvest of these inaccuracies: Any errors in
accurate fixation and vergence during the loss
of visibility would require correction when both
eyes are seeing simultaneously.2,3 But what of
perception during the loss of visibility? When
visibility is lost, is the brain left with intact
perception from one side to be combined with
a black “patch” from the other?
Filling-in as a Consequence
of Loss of Visibility
During a Troxler’s loss of visibility, the faded
area - the area that has lost visibility - is filled in
with surround, apparently by the same process
that fills in the natural blind spot.39 Therefore,
loss of visibility does not equate to positive
scotoma. Just as most people don’t notice
their natural blind spot, and a specific search
task such as a visual field test must be used
to define its boundaries, perceptual filling-in
makes it less likely that a monocular loss of
visibility will reach a conscious level.10,13,39 This
filling-in is an active, energy-consuming cortical
neural process that can be counteracted by
flicker and motion42 sufficient to restore the
36
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original percept. Since it is an active process,
it is possible that measurements of cortical
activity in strabismus may include this filling-in
neural activity.
The perceptual filling-in computation occurs
beyond the primary visual cortex.13 Perceptual
filling-in can create rivalry,13 suggesting cortical
feedback down to lower levels where rivalry
is thought to occur, possibly at the LGN.43-46
Rivalry between the side with visibility versus
the side without visibility but with perceptual
filling-in suggests the possibility that a loss of
visibility is not some sort of a mild, essentially
innocuous loss of attention but could actually
produce visual confusion from percept changes
produced by that rivalry.
This possibility of and the consequences
of filling-in occurring in a lost-visibility (i.e.,
suppressed?) visual area is ignored in the
binocularity literature. Other disparate effects
that might be involved with a loss of visibility
are similarly unknown. For example, if lost
visibility takes away retinotopic frames of
reference or spatial updates, both visual
attention and visual spatial maps might be
affected.47,48 The consequences of a loss of
visibility may be much more far reaching than
previously addressed.

es associated with onset and offset of a
stimulus drive visibility. When viewed from the
standpoint of receptive fields, real world stimuli
turn on and off several times per second.32 If
we can define a strong motion stimulus that
provides onset/offset for the visual neurology,
visibility should be facilitated.
As discussed above, a particularly strong
motion stimulus is on-off flicker. On-off visual
flicker equals motion,31 keeping targets
visible.49 Neural responses to onset of flashing
bars are seven times larger at the LGN and at
V1 than responses to the same stimulus bars
whose edges are moved across receptive fields
by microsaccades, rather than being flashed.11
“Flash suppression” experiments use a singletarget flicker event to override the other side’s
visual stimulus through that strong response
to flicker, suppressing the non-flickered side.
Flash suppression probably occurs at a lower
visual area.50 Similarly, masking can override
the opposite image. However, masking
apparently is cortical and works by inhibiting
neural on- and off-response.32
Stringing a series of flicker-flash events
together at the correct rate will override
the other eye’s percept for an extended
period,37,51,52 called continuous flash suppres
sion. Continuous flash suppression (CFS) rapidly
updates a complex stimulus image37 and is
facilitative to the “dominant” signal.51 Rather
than decreasing inhibition, CFS increases
dominance time of the flashing stimulus
but does not decrease the duration of the
period of visibility when the “suppressed side”
shows. The sustained “barrage of transients” is
responsible for CFS’s potency in keeping one
side dominant, and at five flashes the neurology
is being driven, creating neural learning.51
Although a flash rate between 3 and 10 Hz will
reliably suppress a salient image on the other
side,51 5 Hz is accepted as the strongest driving
rate.52 That 5 Hz flash rate is a 100 msec square
wave flicker, matching the 100 msec increase in
neural activity that on- or off-set of a stimulus

What does the Vision Science Tell Us
About Ways to Ensure Visibility?
The vision science primarily addresses what
stimuli reverse a Troxler’s Fade loss of visibility.
Perhaps, though, we can extrapolate from what
reverses fading to what might continuously
maintain rather than restore visibility. With
reversal of perceptual fading projected into the
possibility of sustained visibility, we would also
expect to reverse or to eliminate some of the
oculomotor effects of loss of visibility as well
as eliminating any consequences of perceptual
filling-in.
Throughout the discussion of loss of visibil
ity, motion is key to reversing the fade and
restoring visibility. Transient-neuron respons
Optometry & Visual Performance
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Table 1: Commonalities in Visibility Science and Dyslexia-and-Vision science as well as clinical
research in Intermittent Central Suppression

produces,51 providing a steady stream of onset- Although this concept has not been studied
Table 1 Commonalities
in Visibility Science and
as matches
well as clinical
offset transient
(motion) signals.
byDyslexia-and-Vision
vision science, thescience
concept
in Intermittent
Central
Bothclinical
spatialresearch
and temporal
profiles
of Suppression
the experience.3 Further, the clinical experience
strongest CFS stimulus suggest that the M of changing intermittent central suppression
pathway is primarily involved, supporting (ICS) with 5 Hz alternation parallels CFS
the idea that CFS uses a strong sustained, since CFS increases dominance time without
apparently additive motion stimulus to drive decreasing suppressed time on the other side,
visibility in the early visual system.52 If we go perhaps partially explaining post-therapy
back to our original definition of binocularity changes in ICS suppression periods versus
as both eyes having intact visibility of central binocular periods.2,3
images that are combined into one percept
If 5 Hz alternation can facilitate bilateral
without loss of visibility of either central simultaneous visibility (binocularity), we would
image, the only way to assure that a potentially expect bilateral simultaneous visibility to
asymmetric bilateral vision system is equally change what happens during a Troxler’s fade
driven to facilitate bilateral simultaneous toward more “normal” oculomotor behavior.
percept is to alternately drive the two sides Therefore, fixational eye movements should
Suppression-Visibility
p. 19 to reduce the sloppiness that occurs
with a strong CFS-style stimulus, as paradoxical
normalize
as that might seem. It would follow that during fading. Bilateral saccades should return
bilateral visibility should be facilitated by to being symmetrical, and the suspected
alternating flashing targets at 5 Hz, a strong vergence errors should decrease. Those
CFS motion stimulus, now applied bilaterally. changes should improve stability of perception
Optometry & Visual Performance
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just by reducing inaccuracies in oculomotor
behavior.
At this point, we might reconsider the
intermittency of ICS, defined by its typical 2- to
3-second on-off cycle, but change the language
of the intermittency from “on-off cycle” to
“normal-visibility/loss-of-visibility cycle.” If we
then apply the lessons from perceptual fading
to a normal-visiblity/loss-of-visibility cycle, not
only is oculomotor behavior compromised in
a number of ways by losses of visibility, but
during the loss-of-visibility periods, some
rivalry can occur to interfere with the detail
that remains visible on the non-suppressed/
normal-visibility side. Obviously, if there is any
accuracy to that constellation of fade-effects,
something requiring constancy of detail like
reading could be affected.

flashing) creates neural learning,51 permanent
neural change should follow from sustained
use, paralleling clinically-testable decreases in
suppression with sustained 5 Hz alternation
in a therapy regimen.3 Further, a change from
Troxler’s fading and loss-of-visibility to constant
bilateral visibility (elimination of ICS?) would
imply reversal of loss-of-visibility oculomotor
errors, presumably meaning improved fixation
stability as well as normal visual sensation
rather than perceptual filling-in – all changes
that would normalize visual perception.
Normalized visual perception would support
normalized reading behavior, paralleling the
improvements in reading as reported in the
ICS literature.3
Conclusions
At least for non-strabismic, non-amblyopic
ICS, Troxler’s perceptual fading is a likely
mechanism explaining suppression. A 20%
decrease in magnocellular spike activity may be
enough to cause perceptual fading that would
be clinically-diagnosed ICS. Further, ICS, and a
Troxler’s fade, is likely to interfere with detailintensive tasks such as reading. Correcting
ICS, whether by more traditional means or
with electronic rapid alternate occlusion at 5
Hz, establishes simultaneous bilateral visible
percepts, also known as binocularity, which
should improve visual stability and accuracy
with some positive effects on detail-intensive
tasks such as reading.

Are There Commonalities Between Loss of
Visibility, ICS, Reading Problems, and Antisuppression Treatment?
Table 1 shows a listing of effects of loss
of visibility from the vision science versus
some of the vision-and-dyslexia research. The
visibility science, as discussed above, suggests
oculomotor errors during loss-of-visibility
fades. The vision-and-dyslexia research also
supports oculomotor errors in “dyslexia.”53 Loss
of visibility through a Troxler’s fade is sensory;
some of the defects in “dyslexia” are sensory.54
The magnocellular pathway is intimately
involved in Troxler’s perceptual fading and
has been implicated in “dyslexia.”55 Further, as
in Troxler’s, that defect is thought to be postretinal and pre-cortical.56,57
On the treatment side, assuming (for
example) liquid crystal alternation to reduce
suppression and CFS have some actions in
common, the visibility research suggests that
a strong motion stimulus like 5 Hz flicker will
drive the visual neurology and restore or retain
visibility,51 just as 5 Hz alternation reduces
suppression.3 Since a 5 Hz CFS stimulus of five
flashes (that is, one second of continuous 5 Hz
Optometry & Visual Performance
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